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Overview: 
 
The goal of this project is for interested individuals from SU to work with ARS and help us gain a better 
understanding of who our potential customers are. We need help combing the web and other resources to 
identify and catalog these businesses, and we need a database built that doesn’t just include key details 
about each customer, but is easily sorted to help us target and prioritize our most promising potential 
customers first.  
 
Phase 0 - Identify SU team members and get them access to our shared folder. Conduct an orientation. 
 
Phase 1 - SU team members work individually or together to build the collaborative document/tool that 
they think will best suit our needs for data capture and organization. ARS will submit information on our 
current CRM so as to help ease integration down the road. ARS+SU will review all the submitted 
approaches and choose the one that best fits, and then everyone will work collaboratively following the 
agreed upon method. 
 
Phase 2 - SU team members begin data collection and organization, along with brief weekly review 
meetings with ARS. While our top priority is simply data capture and identifying key customer traits that 
will help us prioritize who we reach out to first, we are absolutely open to SU team members conducting 
any sort of data analysis or identifying trends that they see, which could help us better reach our goal of 
identifying and targeting potential customers. 
 
Phase 3 - Once all members of the team agree that we have mined as much information as is available 
and worthwhile, we will do one final review to talk about strategies for how to prioritize and target 
customers, and discuss how best to track our progress against our goals.  
 
Details: 
 
Acoustic Research Systems is an aerospace technology company whose business is built around 
performing acoustic stress testing on spaceflight hardware. When manufacturers of satellites or satellite 
components need their hardware to be verified as “ready for launch,” a high output acoustic test blasting 
the test article with the extreme sound levels (~145dB) it would experience in the nose-cone of its 
respective launch vehicle is one of the key tests the article must survive, and be fully functioning 
afterwards, in order to be approved for launch.  
 
We are targeting a wide range aerospace and aerospace-adjacent manufacturers, as well as test facilities 
for aerospace and military/defense hardware. Our product and business model is highly scalable and 
flexible, as we can rent, lease or sell systems to customers. We believe that in order to tap into our target 
market as quickly as possible we need to: 

1. Target both US-based and EU-based aerospace manufacturers simultaneously.  
2. Target manufacturers of satellites of all shapes and sizes - especially manufacturers that build 

and/or test small and micro satellites.  
3. Target test facilities and research facilities that do work in acoustics, in order to better build our 

resume and academic supporting documentation.  
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